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NCI Provides Choice in GSA Application Processing!
Why does GSA Preparation choice matter?
Our experience in working with companies that are interested in making more money with the government taught us that choice does matter! Depending on your company’s budget, government experience, available time & personnel skills—having these choices allows you to have a viable, cost effective business plan that is centered around obtaining your GSA contract now.
By offering a variety in GSA Application Processing services our clients stay within their budget
requirements & choose the right the level of service for them to get the job done! One right for them!

GSA NEWS

Take a look at NCI’s most popular plans...
GSA Assistance

GSA Full Service

GSA & 1 Year of Support

$4,000

$6,000

$8,000

Save money by doing your
own paperwork in house.
While Benefiting from the
guidance & expertise of a
GSA Processing Leader.
NCI provides a Complete outline for the do-it-yourself approach.
4 on-line, interactive training
sessions timed with your
progress.
Coaching, support, review,
examples along the way.
NCI reviews then submits
your work to GSA.
We represent you through
Clarifications & Negotiations.
We are with you, every step
of the way, until your Contract is Awarded!

An NCI processing teams is
assigned to your account.
They will provide you with an
outline & also review the
steps of the project with you.
NCI does all the document
preparation for you.
You provide the required information to NCI incrementally through the 4 stages of
Processing.
You are kept apprised of the
progress along the way.
NCI reviews then submits
your application to GSA.
We represent you through
Clarifications & Negotiations.
We are with you all the way
to award.
90 day submission Guarantee!

The same as NCI’s “GSA Full
Service” with 1 year of Marketing & Contract Maintenance Support
All Contract Modifications
All product/services uploads
to your GSA Catalog.
GSA Search Optimization.
Competitive Analysis.
E-Buy Training.
RFQ Response Support
E-mail Marketing campaign
support.
Marketing Content & Strategy.
Strategic Contact Management.
Hands on experience & know
how at your disposal for 1 full
year!

Our plans allow you to upgrade to the next level of service if you determine that you need more
assistance.

CONTACT US TODAY! We are ready to win your business!
Call 1-877-686-5453 / INFO@NCIGSA.COM

